
The other side of Tourism 

In Malta tourism is an important economic resource, without which this 

island can’t progress. Tourism brings a lot of advantages.  To name but 

one, it helps the economy grow.  However, it also can lead to a bad 

impact on the environment. Sustainable development is important to 

keep the environment safe while developing the tourist industry. 

In an interview with Ms Moira Pisani, Director for Policy Development 

and Programme Implementation within the Ministry for Tourism, different 

aspects of tourism were discussed. One of the problems that a country 

faces in the tourist industry is that tourism is not distributed all year 

round. In Malta tourists mostly visit in the summer months attracted by 

the beaches and the sun but obviously Malta can offer more than that. 

Ms Pisani continued by saying that when tourists only visit in specific 

months this can lead to businesses closing in the winter because there 

is no work in those times (seasonality).  

So, what needs to be done to increase tourism in Malta? 

Information needs to be gathered about where tourists go, to try to 

encourage them to visit different sites.  To reduce seasonality we need 

to develop other sectors so there will be an increase in tourists in the 

winter months too. For instance, encouraging different types of tourists 

to visit, apart from beach tourists: some alternatives are health tourism 

and sports tourism (people come in Malta to train and for outdoor 

activities since Malta has great weather). These aspects of tourism need 

to be developed and marketed. They will not only increase jobs all year 

round but also keep popular areas less crowded because tourists are 

better spread.  The Eden (European Destinations of Excellence) project 

is a European competition that takes place every year and results in the 

selection of a tourist "destination of excellence" for each participating 

country. This helps since tourists go off the beaten track destinations, 

thus decreasing the pressure on crowded areas which obviously have a 

bad impact on the environment.  When there’s a conference, thousands 

of tourists visit and some of them are high quality tourists. So it’s good to 

promote and develop all aspects of tourism to attract all kinds of tourists. 

  The digital aspect of tourism needs to be improved too, meaning more 

opportunities for online bookings and better accessibility of information 



about Malta (online presence).  The creation of an app may help, as well 

as a digital platform so tourists have easier access to information.  This 

being said, attracting tourists means having a good deal, a great service, 

different attractions, good accessibility to places for older tourists or 

people with special needs, for example a lift. 

What can Maltese citizens do to attract tourists? 

Ms Moira Pisani stated that the ”tourism product doesn’t just depend on 

policies, promoting sites, restoring a monument but each and everyone 

of us has to do our bit”. It’s the people’s attitude that affects tourists the 

most, for example when the visitors are in a public place such as on the 

bus or in restaurants. Beaches and tourist sites need to be taken care of 

by the Maltese. Littering, vandalism, shouting and overall attitude aren’t 

a good impression for tourists to see and this may determine whether or 

not they visit again. 

Can Malta welcome a bigger number of tourists? 

The Director mentioned that the ministry is aiming to reach an annual 3 

million tourists in Malta. But, considering noise pollution, traffic, waste 

and lack of water, can Malta take up so much tourists and still  enjoy 

sustainable development? When asked this, Ms Pisani said that some 

measures are taken such as better use of resources, better distribution 

of tourists in different places, giving awards to hotels with a green 

mobility plan - measures like energy saving in hotels and encouraging 

hoteliers to have a business that doesn’t have a bad impact on the 

environment. However, the green mobility plan isn’t imposed so for 

example hotel managers can ignore a littering problem. Ms Pisani added 

that it’s important to consider tourists of quality and not just the quantity 

so that we can attract responsible tourists although we don’t have much 

control over which tourist is responsible or not. At the end of the day we 

can all be brand managers, who give a good impression to the tourists, 

so we can encourage them to visit again!  
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